
SPEC Benchmarks 

~ u s t  buy the set of benchmarks. .' . . 
Tuning of operating system and compiler allowed. . . 
Changing of code not allowed, must trust vendor. 
Cache sizes and memory speed and size should be stated. 
Integer set of 8 programs in C, one number reported. 
Floating point set of 10 programs in Fortran, one number reported. 
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I Quantum physics; Monte C& simulation 

Artificial intelfigence; plays the game of Go 

Motorola 88K chip simulator; runs test program 

The Gnu C compiler generating SPARC code 

Cornpresses.and decompresses file in memory 

Lisp interpreter 

Graphic compression and decompression 

Manipulates strings and prime numbers in the special-purpose programming 1, 

A database w a r n  - 
A mesh generation program 



The Role of Performance 
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SPEC89 performance ratios for the CBM Powerstation SSO udng two different compilers. The higher 
! numbers on matrix300 (and nasa7) result from applying an optimization technique to these two kernel-oriented bench- 

marks. For the enhanced compiler, special flags are passed to the compiler for both nasa7 and matrix300, which are not 
, used for the other benchmarks. In both programs, the compiler transforms the program by blocking the matrix operations 

that are in the inner loops. These blocking transformations substantially lower the number of memory accesses required 
1 and transform the inner loops from having high cache miss rates to having almost negligible cache miss rates. ~nterest- 

ingly, the original motivation for including matrix300 was to exercise the computer's memory system; however, this opti- 
mization basically reorganizes the program to minim& memory usage. This data appeared in two SPEC reports during 

I the fall and winter of 1991. The susceptibility of this benchmark to compiler optimization, and the relatively uninteresting 
i behavior of the benchmark after optimization, led to the elimination of matrix300 from the 1992 release of the SPEC bench- 

marks. 

be easily ported to a machine, but this is no longer true. Using small programs 
as benchmarks was an attempt to make fair comparisons among different ma- 
chines, but use of anything less than real programs after initial design studies 
is likely to give misleading results and lure the designer astray. 



Real Stuff: Two SPEC Benchmarks and the Pe~fonnnce of R m n t  Intel Proce-m 

Pentium 4-M O 2.411.2 GHz 

Benchmark and ~CWST mode 
- - -- 

R-ve mhu. of tb8e Md 7 , S P E C I l m o w  and 
spEc~2OOo in -m maler. Each processor 

diffemt d* rates,l isted in 

the legend. 


